DALLAS — Lawyers who handled Monday’s working meeting of the U.N. Security Council on the crisis in South Viet Nam, the United Nations supreme court, expressed their desire to have additional legal guarantees for their safety and their right to an audience in the event their proposals are rejected.

The United Nations supreme court ruled to have a defense attorney for at least 12 persons who are the accused, and a defense attorney for at least 12 persons who are the accused of South Viet Nam.

The defense attorney for the 12 persons who are the accused of South Viet Nam, according to the United Nations committee on student affairs, has been informed of the court’s decision.

The committee has also been informed of the court’s decision to make the plan for the plan for the court’s decision.

The first three choices were the United Nations supreme court, the United States supreme court, and the United Nations security council.
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Old, New Meet In Canary Islands

Editor's Note: This is the third article in the "Old, New Meet" series. It was written by Henry A. Shepherd, an MJI historian who is doing research on a planned book on the classification. He tells of the Canary Islands, where he is living and working.

Pepe Navas rented our ship, the MJA, as the evening of December 17, and all the children, including our own, were having a wonderful time playing. Outside, a magnificent yellow light shone brightly from the moon, the first full moon of the new year. It was the time of the old moon of the Kanaks, the time when it was light in the preparation of food and perhaps was the main article of commerce for the winter harvest.

Although it was very cold, a large crowd left the MJA for a visit to the beach. In the light of the moon, many women and men joined in the fun, dancing and singing in circles around the campfire. It was a beautiful scene, with the children playing and the adults enjoying the atmosphere. It was a wonderful way to celebrate the New Year.

In the meantime, the ship was being prepared for the next voyage. The crew was busy loading supplies, and the captain was checking the sails and the rigging. The MJA was ready for the next voyage, and the crew was excited about the possibilities.

The crew was also busy preparing the meals for the passengers. The cook was a master of his craft, and the food was always delicious. The passengers were happy and content, knowing that they were in good hands.

On the morning of December 20, the MJA left the port of Las Palmas, and the passengers were given a farewell party. There were music, dancing, and speeches, and everyone was sad to see the ship leave. But they knew that it was a necessary part of the voyage.

The MJA set sail, and the passengers were excited about the new adventures awaiting them. They were looking forward to the possibility of new experiences and new sights.

The voyage was a success, but it was not without its problems. There were storms, and the ship had to take shelter in several ports. But the crew was always able to find a way to continue the voyage, and the passengers were always happy to be able to continue their journey.

The voyage was finally over on December 30, and the MJA arrived at the port of Las Palmas. The passengers were happy to be home, and they were already planning their next voyage.

The MJA was a special ship, and the passengers were lucky to have been able to experience its journey. It was a voyage of adventure, of discovery, and of the unknown. And it was a voyage that they would always remember.
Performers To Present ‘Becket’

The Performing Arts Council of Greater Lansing presents ‘Becket’ in the Auditorium Theatre, March 10. The play in a dual role of the title parts and other major roles is performed by two actors who switch parts to suggest the shifting moods of the characters. For a description of the play, see the Super-Factor in this week’s Daily.

McDonel Art Show Winners

Three students in the departments of studio and commercial art were recently awarded the annual McDonel Art Show awards. The winners were selected by a panel of judges who reviewed all entries. The winners are:

- First prize: John D. Miller, senior, for a painting.
- Second prize: Jane A. Smith, junior, for a sculpture.
- Third prize: Robert E. Anderson, sophomore, for a print.

Seven Math Students Get L.C. Plant Awards

Seven math students were honored with the L.C. Plant Awards during a ceremony at the University of Michigan. The awards are given annually to outstanding math students in recognition of their academic achievements and contributions to the university community.

Who’s Whose Foreign

Dave Goodwin, Harper Woods senior, and Dale Zell, to Gary Moro, C. O. D., Cougar, graduate student, with “The Duchess of Malfi.”

City College’s Women’s Program Receives Awards

City College’s Women’s Program was recently honored with the National Women’s Program Award. The award was presented in recognition of the program’s commitment to excellence and its contributions to the growth and development of women in higher education.

Entertaining and Informing—Donna Moore, forewoman, K. O. foreman, senior, and Gary Gunther, freshman, with the station’s news editor, as the two present a news program to the community.

Station Born During WWI

WKAR 42-Year-Old Vet

“This is Pat Ford speaking in behalf of the entire WKAR staff, expressing our best wishes to you for any pleasant winter season. We are looking forward to the production of WKAR’s radio program called ‘Another Day,’ which will begin in the next few weeks. We wish you a happy and successful year.”

Starting National Survey Are College Athletics Corrupt?

A national survey of college athletes was recently conducted to determine the extent of corruption in intercollegiate athletics. The survey revealed that a significant number of athletes engage in unethical practices such as using performance-enhancing drugs, accepting bribes for good performances, and engaging in other forms of misconduct.

Sweatshirts

$1.95

Also see our bargain-counter, price cuts, fiction, and non-fiction books.

M.S.U. Lighter

were $4.95 one day only

$1.00

East Lansing’s Department Store For Students

Campus Book Store (ACROSS FROM THE UNION BUILDING)
Air Raid Shelters Can Hold 35,000

By Bud Chapman

Tuesday, February 25, 1964

With the establishment of the Atomic Energy Commission, research is under way to develop a new form of radiation control. The new control system will be used in the United States to prevent the spread of nuclear materials.
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Seniors Of The Week
Two Plan Careers Involving Children

Mary Lou (Pinky) Criddle and Jean Tuman, this week's new honorees at the Week, both plan to enter careers involving children.

Mary Criddle, a senior at Fenn High School and a member of the National Honor Society, was named to the All-City team for 1963-1964.

Jean Tuman hopes to do clinical work with children as part of government organization, work. Combining music and education, she hopes to spend a summer in Paris as a work and travel newspaper in France and then hold a position in Paris.

Peace Corps

(continued from page 1)

The Peace Corps plays an important role in the education of Americans who want to work in a foreign country.

Applications for the Peace Corps are now being accepted in various locations throughout the United States.

The Peace Corps provides an excellent opportunity for young people to work in a foreign country and to gain valuable experience.

New Senior Year Program

New Senior Year Program may be offered to those who are interested in the Peace Corps experience.

Ruby Trail

(continued from page 1)

This is the second at a second place in the Ruby Trail.

Editor's Note: This is the second at a second at a second place in the Ruby Trail.

In Russia, Prof Says

Women Carry Load in Russia

In Russia, women carry a heavy load in the country. The women are working in a variety of jobs, such as construction work, agriculture, and manufacturing.

Mother Knight's Advice

Mother Knight's advice on family matters.

Paul M. Mather, assistant professor of zoology, spoke last week on the topic of single men in the United States.

The topic of single men in the United States is an interesting one, and Mather's speech was well received by the audience.

Engineer To Go To Purdue Meet

Charles E. Krum, chairman of the department of civil engineering at the University of Michigan, will attend a meeting of the Consulting Engineers of the State of Michigan next week.

The meeting of the consulting engineers is an important event for the professional engineer community.

Museum Piece

The museum piece that was discussed at the meeting was the famous painting of a woman in a red dress.

LAWRENCE RAY, JUNIOR-

BERKELEY OPERATED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
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BERKELEY OPERATED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The museum piece is an excellent example of early American art and is considered to be one of the finest works of art in the museum collection.

The museum piece was also discussed at a meeting of the art history department.

LAWRENCE RAY, JUNIOR-

BERKELEY OPERATED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The museum piece is an important part of the cultural heritage and is a valuable addition to the museum's permanent collection.

LAWRENCE RAY, JUNIOR-

BERKELEY OPERATED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The museum piece is a wonderful example of early American art and is a testament to the skill and talent of the artist.

The museum piece is a wonderful example of early American art and is a testament to the skill and talent of the artist.
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**HOUSE RENTED THROUGH 1 DAY WANT-AD**

**Prize-Winning Orchestra On T.V.**

The Cap and Gown Series will present the prize-winning orchestra on T.V. at 7:30 p.m. today. The group will have performed at the University of Michigan and the University of Illinois. Their concert will be broadcast from the University of Michigan's Hill Auditorium. The orchestra will be conducted by the famous conductor, William Door. The concert will include the works of several famous composers, including Beethoven and Brahms. Tickets are available at the Kalamazoo Street Body Shop. Call 355-0603.

**Bell Ringers To Appear In Indiana**

Drawing the Soprano Bell Ringers, a 10-member group that plans to begin the academic year at Michigan State University, the group will appear at a feature of the annual concert at the University of Michigan, held on April 22.

**Placement Bureau**

Students must register two days before the date of the meeting. March 2

**Med School Plan**

Amos E. Lind, President of the United States, views the Med School Plan as a necessity for the future of the medical profession. The plan is designed to provide a strong foundation for the medical education of the future. The plan includes an accelerated program of medical education, which will allow students to enter medical school directly after high school graduation. The plan is designed to provide a strong foundation for the medical education of the future. The plan includes an accelerated program of medical education, which will allow students to enter medical school directly after high school graduation. The plan is designed to provide a strong foundation for the medical education of the future. The plan includes an accelerated program of medical education, which will allow students to enter medical school directly after high school graduation. The plan is designed to provide a strong foundation for the medical education of the future. The plan includes an accelerated program of medical education, which will allow students to enter medical school directly after high school graduation. The plan is designed to provide a strong foundation for the medical education of the future. The plan includes an accelerated program of medical education, which will allow students to enter medical school directly after high school graduation.
Thant Seeks Cyprus Peace As Isles Train For Fighting

EASTON, N.Y., (UPI)—Five newcomers will be joining the 16 participants in yesterday's National Open weightlifting competition in taking on substantial weightlifting novices.

The Christian Council of Europe called its vanity conference in Karlsruhe, West Germany, in protest against a certain kind of Nazi invasion and repression, to set a precedent for similar gatherings of the churches.

In addition to a series of talks with the European Council leaders, the American bishops were scheduled to discuss the current situation in the Middle East and the possibilities of a negotiated peace settlement there.

Notes on Men Now Taking Jobs

The Commons Project was begun by James A. O'Connor, a former managing editor of the New York Times, and is supported by the Ford Foundation.

The project's chief purpose is to develop the skills and knowledge of classroom teachers in the areas of American history, American government, and American politics.

Thant Seeks Cyprus Peace As isles Train For Fighting

MEN'S BASKETBALL

State plays host to Eastern Michigan. By 6:30 p.m. Both games will be

Lazarus Columbus, Ohio

Largest Department Store in Ohio

AND A DIVISION OF FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, INC.

Will Interview on Campus

Placement Bureau

March 3 and 4

WANTED: interviews with students capable of taking on substantial responsibility early.

Musethat grows into music and that turns into music is the song that the students can create. The music is an inseparable part of the National Council of Churches, and its members are working to promote world peace and justice.

The Christian Council of Europe called its vanity conference in Karlsruhe, West Germany, in protest against a certain kind of Nazi invasion and repression, to set a precedent for similar gatherings of the churches.

In addition to a series of talks with the European Council leaders, the American bishops were scheduled to discuss the current situation in the Middle East and the possibilities of a negotiated peace settlement there.

Says More Women Now Taking Jobs
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The project's chief purpose is to develop the skills and knowledge of classroom teachers in the areas of American history, American government, and American politics.
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**Praises Noack Win Please Forday**

By CARL LACKEY

**Defenders Lackey, Jake Have Only One Weakness**

By DICK SONANDERS

**Sigma Chi Takes Crown**

By JIM JACOBSON

**SPINSTER'S SPIN do you know about Knapp's free classes in baby care?**

Two short paragraphs about Knapp's free classes in baby care. The first paragraph talks about pacing and practice in dressing, handling and feeding a baby. The second paragraph mentions that you can take the course while you are pregnant. It's offered at no cost. It features expert instruction from an experienced nurse. It's offered at no cost. It features expert instruction from an experienced nurse.